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Beam coupling impedance
and head-tail instabilities
The source particle induces electromagnetic wake fields (impedance) that can remain trapped
and decay → act back on the following particles
Accelerator
surroundings:
•
Beam pipe
•
Collimators (5.5
RMS beam size)

Courtesy of G. Rumolo
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Mode 1

Impedance drives the so-called
head-tail coherent instability
Courtesy of A.
Oe.iger

Complex Tune shifts:
• Im(ΔQ): growth rate
• Re(ΔQ): coherent real tune shift
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Mode 1

Impedance drives the so-called
head-tail coherent instability
Stronger
for high
luminosity:
Complex Tune
shifts:
• Im(ΔQ): growth rate
-• High
brightness
(N/σ)
Re(ΔQ):
coherentbeams
real tune
shift
- Small aperture elements (collimator 5.5σ)

Courtesy of A.
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Mode 2

Several coherent instabilities since the first
run:
• Coherent oscillations of single bunches
• Emittance blow up
• Loss of intensity
HL-LHC, HE-LHC, FCC… with 2x beam intensity
and/or higher beam energy
➔ limit coherent beam instabilities is fundamental
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Mitigation techniques
•

High chromaticity ➔ in the 2012 LHC run
from Q’=+2 units to Q’=15-20 units

•

Transverse Feedback ➔ easily damp m=0,
LHC runs with high feedback gain

•

Landau damping ➔ passive mitigation
wave⬌particles interaction (energy of
the wake is not absorbed)

Instability rise time
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Stability diagrams
At the LHC the Landau damping of the head-tail modes can be quantified by the dispersion integral
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Beam-beam effects modify the stability provided by the Landau octupoles ➔ beam stability
has to be studied during different stages 4of the operational cycle

Beam stability during the
operational cycle
LHC Operational cycle

Beam stability has to be ensured during the full operational cycle
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Beam stability during the
operational cycle
LHC Operational cycle

Tune spread provided by Landau octupole magnets
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Beam stability during the
operational cycle
Reduction of the beam size (β*) ➞ Long range interaction become important

Tune spread provided by Landau octupole magnets and beam-beam long range
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Beam stability during the
operational cycle
After the reduction of the beam size ➞ Head-on collisions

Maximum stability: large tune spread due to beam-beam head-on interaction
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Landau damping in the LHC

In the LHC models predict stability margins, however coherent instabilities present in the LHC
during Physics runs
In the LHC, a factor 2 more Landau octupole strength is required to avoid beam instabilities
w.r.t predictions
Margins are needed for projects that aim to double the beam brightness (HL-LHC) and
increase the beam energy (FCC-hh, HE-LHC)
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Landau damping limitations
Particle re-distributions can cause deformation and reduction of the stability diagram
Particle losses reduce Landau damping as measured by BTFs in the LHC
Linear coupling cause asymmetric Landau damping in H-V plane
In the presence of noise or small external excitations, higher stability thresholds (octupoles)
are required to stabilize the beams ➞ confirmed by recent observations
BTF Exc. Amplitude = 2·10-4 σ

Higher octupole current required in the presence
of external excitations (noise, small amplitude
external excitation) ➔ could explain the need for
larger tune spread during LHC operation
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HL-LHC stability strategy
In order to limit particle losses (reduction of Dynamic Aperture) in the presence of beam-beam
excited resonance, a scenario with negative octupole polarity is foreseen (global compensation
of the beam-beam long range)
However these settings lead to a reduction of the stability diagram during the betatron squeeze →
Options foreseen to increase beam stability
Collide & squeeze (Baseline β*=60 cm, Ultimate β*=40 cm )
Achromatic Telescopic Squeezing (ATS optics)

ATS optics:
stronger octupoles

β - beating due to ATS optics: larger β - function
(rms beam size) at the octupoles magnets
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However these settings lead to a reduction of the stability diagram during the betatron squeeze →
Options foreseen to increase beam stability
Collide & squeeze (Baseline β*=60 cm, Ultimate β*=40 cm )
Achromatic Telescopic Squeezing (ATS optics)

A correction of the βfunctionATS
(8%)optics:
in the arcs
from β*=70 cm: stability
stronger octupoles
reduction is compensated
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Stability studies for Future Circular
Colliders: FCC-hh
Due to the high energy octupoles magnets are less effective (∝1/γ2) ➞ an upgrade of the
magnets is foreseen with a factor ~50 more strength in Landau octupoles (flat top 50 TeV )
Stability has been studied during the full operational cycle together with Dynamic
Aperture studies in order to avoid reduction of Landau damping due to particle losses
As for HL-LHC a scenario with negative octupole polarity has been proposed
Collide & squeeze at β*=1.1 m avoids reduction of the Stability diagram during the
betatron squeeze
Active transverse
feedback acting
on impedance
modes

β*=1.1
β*=30 cm

Operational scenario accepted as baseline for the CDR
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Electron beams for Landau damping
Electron lens for Landau damping
•
•

New devices are explored for FCC:
Electron lenses
RF Quadrupoles [Poster session, M. Shenk]

e-lens very effective for Landau damping
Impact of noise due to misalignments has to
be studied in details

Diﬀerent
e-lens
proﬁles
been
Different e-lens
profiles
have
beenhave
implemented
in
implemented
tracking codes
(Project (F.
by Barantani)
EPFL student F. Barantani)

Particle ratio w.r.t. Gaussian

Electron lens for halo
cleaning (hollow e-lens)

Project by EPFL student D. Machain)
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Stability at the High Energy LHC
(HE-LHC)
FCC octupole types will be used (250
octupoles at 13.5 TeV)
Stability is ensured by the Landau octupole
magnet system with sufficient margins
Operations with high chromaticity (Q’=15
units) and negative octupole polarity are
foreseen for the beam-beam LR global
compensation
The use of an e-lens has been also explored

Short version of the CDR completed including Landau damping studies
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Summary
The so-called head-tails coherent instabilities are passively mitigated by Landau
damping mechanisms
In the LHC, during operations a factor 2 more tune spread is required to stabilize the beams,
the full understanding of the mechanisms still needed ➞ margins required for future
projects
HL-LHC: operational scenario with negative octupole polarity (BB LR global compensation)
collide & squeeze and use of the ATS optics to increase stability margins
FCC-hh: upgrade of the octupole magnet system (a factor 50 more strength is required due
to energy increase)
FCC-hh beam stability has been maximized to allow margins (similar strategy to HLLHC): operational scenario has been proposed with collisions at β*=1.1 m (included in the
CDR)
HE-LHC: the FCC Landau octupoles are sufficient to provide beam stability with enough
margins, the short version of the CDR has been completed including Landau damping
studies
Continue to explore Landau damping limitations by means of BTF measurements in the LHC
➞ A dedicated MD has been accepted and will take place in few weeks
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